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Raise needed revenue
efficiently and fairly
Introduction
Local government provides the majority of basic services for daily life: streets and
sidewalks; garbage and recycling removal; water, sewer, and storm water systems;
public transit; public housing; police, fire, and ambulance service; parks; libraries;
public health; planning and zoning; education; and much more.
But local government budgets, never particularly flush, have been hit hard in
the past several years. Cities that rely on the property tax are devastated by the
decreases in property value that followed the collapse of the housing market. City
investments also were hit by the corresponding market crash, and revenues from
city income taxes, building permit fees, and the like have all dropped. State and
federal aid have been cut, and some states have added insult to injury by imposing
caps on the ability of cities to raise revenue via taxes. Moreover, these decreases
come as demand for government services rises, driven by stubborn unemployment rates and knock-on effects from federal and state belt-tightening.
Hemmed in by state-imposed caps on revenue-raising and well-funded antitax
movements, local governments have responded with deep and wide-ranging cuts
to services. They have increased class sizes and shortened school days, cut city
services from public safety to trash collection, and privatized or consolidated
functions such as maintaining parks and handling 911 calls. They also have massively eliminated public-sector jobs, shedding nearly half a million employees—or
more than 3 percent of the local government workforce—since September 2008
through layoffs and attrition.1
Such measures have resulted in a vicious cycle in many cities: Declining revenues
result in massive cuts to public services and amenities, which pulls money out of
the local economy and decreases quality of life for city residents and businesses.
This causes them to flee the city, further shrinking the tax base.
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EMBARGOED—NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION OR CITATION

Rather than cut services to the bone and send
cities into a death spiral, municipalities need
to figure out ways to maintain revenues, allowing them to support services and quality of life
and give them resources to revitalize the local
economy. While there are many things that could
improve this picture at the state and federal level,
they are largely beyond the scope of this document. We discuss here tools that cities can use
to improve their revenue picture in a progressive way and touch on state and federal law only
where relevant for understanding the limits of
possible city action.
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Background
As noted above, the economic crisis has increased the need for housing, social
services, education, and the like. As if this were not enough, cities face a looming
infrastructure crisis as well. Many water, sewer, and transportation systems are 50
or more years old and need substantial investment to continue functioning. Last
but certainly not least, the looming specter of global climate disruption means that
cities are dealing more frequently with extreme weather events and the frequently
expensive consequences that follow.
Local governments need revenue to deal with all these issues and to provide basic services to their constituents.2 There is no question that taxes must be part of this solution. While cities are already often taxed at higher rates than surrounding areas, it is
simply unrealistic to think that state or federal governments are going to significantly
increase aid to cities or make aid-distribution formulas more equitable. Increased city
taxes, therefore, will have to be part of the equation for municipal budgets.
But in addition to considering a range of local tax increases, municipalities should
consider reforms that make the local tax system more progressive. Below are some
suggested ways to accomplish both these ends without unduly burdening working
families or creating an unsupportable drag on economic growth, along with some
general suggestions for making municipal tax systems fairer and more efficient.
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2011

Reform the property tax
The first leg of the three-legged stool of municipal taxation—property, sales, and
income—and the major source of revenue for most municipalities is the local property tax.3 While the share of municipal revenue coming from property has diminished over time as states have introduced sales and income taxes, the property tax
remains an important mechanism for funding education and other local services.
Many local governments have responded to the recent budgetary crisis by raising
property tax rates across the board. Sarasota, Florida, for example—which lost
nearly a third of its tax base, or $3.5 billion, over the past three years—closed its
budget shortfall by increasing property rates for the first time since 2007; note
that almost all states place some limit on the ability and extent to which municipalities can raise property taxes.4
Property taxes are regressive, though, since home values tend to represent a much
larger share of income for middle- and lower-income families than for the wealthy.5 So
rather than, or in addition to, simply raising rates across the board, cities should generally make the property tax less regressive and consider changes and targeted exemptions to the tax that will soften the blow of such an increase to working families.
First, cities should limit property tax exemptions for businesses, typically given as
incentives for businesses to relocate (see the sections on subsidies and small business support) or sometimes as part of tax increment financing, or TIF, districts
(see Value Capture section). These shift the revenue burden onto middle-class
homeowners less able to afford it.
Second, municipalities can employ carefully targeted property “tax relief ” and can
concomitantly avoid tax relief measures that make the system more regressive. The
former includes:
• Homestead exemptions, which reduce property taxes for homeowners by
sheltering a certain amount of a home’s value from taxation. More than 40 states
currently allow some form of homestead exemption. Flat dollar exemptions, the
more common approach, are preferable to percentage exemptions, which for
obvious reasons benefit higher-value homes and homeowners more.
• “Circuit breakers” offset property taxes, usually by giving a credit when a property tax bill exceeds a certain percentage of a taxpayer’s income.6 Circuit break-
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ers are often funded by the state but can be set by local governments. They are
usually only available to low-income homeowners—the preferred approach.7
The County of Santa Fe, New Mexico, for instance, provides a refundable
credit based on property-tax liability to all residents with gross income less
than $24,000; the amount of the credit varies with income and is based on nine
income brackets.8 Monroe, Connecticut, and a number of other Connecticut
towns match the state’s circuit breaker credit and offer more generous income
limits. The limit on the Monroe program is $60,000 for both single and married residents, while the state program caps benefits at $32,300 and $39,500,
respectively.9 Circuit breakers are an appealing form of relief in that they can
be narrowly targeted to those who genuinely need relief. The disadvantage of
circuit breakers is that, in general, they must be applied for, whereas homestead
exemptions usually go automatically to eligible taxpayers.
• Deferral programs allow some homeowners—typically elderly, disabled, or
low-income—to delay paying their property tax bills for a period, usually until the
property is sold or the homeowner passes away. Because deferred taxes must be
paid back with interest—though typically at a much lower rate than those charged
on delinquent taxes—the program does not significantly affect the overall regressivity of the property tax; still, for low-income taxpayers in genuine need, deferral
programs may constitute a better option than default. Norwalk, Connecticut, for
instance, allows applicants to defer up to $4,000, or 50 percent of their tax due.10
Each of the targeted options listed above is preferable to broad-based forms of
property tax relief such as caps on increases, rates, or value and to state income tax
deductions, which at best leave the current system equally regressive and at worst
can exacerbate its regressivity. Caps on property taxes, a popular tool of the antitax movement, are both poorly targeted and costly. Such caps basically amount to
a state-mandated restriction on the ability of local governments to raise revenue,
and while state lawmakers take credit for cutting taxes, local lawmakers are forced
to make difficult decisions about which services to cut. California’s infamous
Proposition 13 is the classic example and has left that state with an eroding school
system and a 30-year budget crisis.

Caps on property
taxes, a popular
tool of the antitax movement,
are both poorly
targeted and costly.

Implement payments in lieu of taxes
Another valuable reform—or supplement—to local property tax is encouraging
nonprofit and other tax-exempt entities to help pay for their share of local services
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via payments in lieu of taxes, or PILOTs. PILOTs are voluntary payments made
by nonprofit organizations, utilities, or other units of government11 and are not
generally subject to local taxation as a substitute for property taxes.
PILOTs—or fees in lieu of taxes, or FILOTS—can be administered in variety
of ways, from one-time contributions to routine annual payments; the structure
is generally determined via negotiations between city staff and individual taxexempt property owners.
While voluntary, the program aims to address the costs associated with providing city
services to these properties. If a PILOT program is fair, consistent, and developed
transparently in collaboration with tax-exempt property owners, it can be an effective
strategy to generate compensation for city services provided to tax-exempt entities.12
Since 2000, at least 117 municipalities in at least 18 states have implemented some
form of the PILOT program. They make the most sense in cities that rely heavily on property taxes or have a large portion of property owned by tax-exempt
property owners. Large cities collecting PILOTs include Baltimore, Boston,
Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh, all of which meet the above description.
Boston’s building stock, for example, is comprised of 52 percent tax-exempt buildings, including 30 colleges and universities, 25 nonprofit hospitals, and more than 20
cultural facilities. In 2011 the city revised its long-standing PILOT program and set
a standard level of payment for all tax-exempt institutions owning property valued at
more than $15 million. The payment is based on 25 percent of the property’s value,
from which 50 percent may be deducted for community benefits. In the first half of FY
2012, the program generated $9.9 million, 92 percent, of the requested $10.8 million.13

Reform regressive taxes and fees
Where possible, localities should minimize regressive user fees on public services
such as roads, public transit, and libraries (see the section on progressive pricing
structures for more on user fees) and avoid out-and-out regressive taxes such as
the sales tax. Many municipalities, however, already depend on revenues generated by local sales and use taxes14 and many regressive taxes and fees such as sin
taxes and the vehicle miles traveled fee contribute to broad policy goals in addition to raising revenues (see the section on sin taxes below and the section on the
vehicle miles traveled fee in Pricing and User Fees).
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Where elimination of the sales tax is not feasible and elimination of fees that
encourage efficient use of resources is not advisable, cities can take steps to rationalize sales taxes and soften their blow to working families.
As a general matter, sales taxes should be applied as broadly as possible. One
application of this principle is taxing Internet sales to the extent permitted under
federal and state law. There is no particular reason to exempt Internet sales, and
there are compelling reasons not to, including increased revenues and avoiding
discrimination against bricks-and-mortar stores, which are more likely to be local.
While federal law since the Supreme Court’s Quill Corp. v. North Dakota15 decision sharply limits collection of sales tax on Internet transactions—and pending
much-discussed and long-delayed congressional action—states and localities have
developed a number of methods for collection, including the National Governors
Association’s Streamlined Sales Tax Project,16 which cut deals directly with major
Internet sellers.17 New York also launched a recent legislative effort to create a sufficient nexus to allow taxation on Internet sales.18
Localities should also avoid carving out special exemptions for favored industries or
classes, which have the effect of distorting markets by shifting the burden to other
businesses and making the tax harder to administer, as well as reducing revenues.
Localities should, however, consider creating—or in most cases maintaining—
sales-tax exemptions for necessities such as groceries and medication, which
lessen the impact of the sales tax on working families.19 Despite justified objections that exemptions are hard to target properly, cause sales tax revenues to fluctuate, and are an administrative challenge, exemptions are a key way to make sales
taxes less regressive. Cities may choose to put a hard ceiling on such exemptions,
though such an approach risks penalizing larger families with high grocery bills,
for example, as well as those purchasing luxury food items.
Examples include local exemptions from sales taxes for clothing and footwear
costing less than $110 per item in some New York cities.20 and county-by-county
exemptions for food and food stamps in South Carolina.21
An alternative approach to exemptions is to provide a sales-tax credit, which returns a
flat dollar amount for each member of a family and is available only to taxpayers with
incomes below a certain threshold. These credits can be made refundable, meaning
that the value of the credit does not depend on the amount of taxes a claimant pays.
The Kansas food sales tax refund allows low-income Kansas taxpayers over 55 years
old and any Kansan with children to claim up to $90 for each family member.22
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Finally, in certain cases, targeted sales taxes may allow cities to levy taxes on portions of the tax base that reflect the area’s economic strengths such as tourism.
In the case of tourism-focused economies, this shifts some of the tax burden off
residents and on to visitors or other nonresidents who benefit from city infrastructure and services. In Montana, for instance, communities of under 5,500 that meet
specific resort qualifications, including Whitefish, Big Sky, and West Yellowstone,
charge resort taxes—a type of local option sales tax—to manage wear and tear on
local infrastructure without overburdening citizens.23

Target sin taxes
Sin taxes are essentially a form of sales tax, though they are typically calculated on a
per-unit basis rather than as a percentage of sales price. They are an excise tax on certain disfavored goods and activities, usually alcohol, tobacco, and gambling, though
sugar-sweetened beverages have recently been added to the list.24 Driven by the dual
pressures of budgetary shortfalls and the anti-tax movement, sin taxes—particularly
those on tobacco products—have in recent years been an increasingly popular way
to goose state and local revenues. Such taxes are seen as particularly politically salable due to both their narrow base and their effectiveness in discouraging undesirable and socially costly behavior such as smoking, drinking, and gambling.
Sin taxes, similar to other sales taxes, are regressive by nature. Indeed, they tend to
be even more regressive than other forms of sales tax because they are unrelated to
the price of the item purchased—so the excise tax paid on premium wine, beer, and
cigarettes is the same as that paid on less expensive brands. They are also regressive
because lower-income individuals tend to consume greater quantities of disfavored
goods, especially tobacco and sugar-sweetened beverages.25 So while there is good
evidence that higher taxes on unhealthy products do in fact discourage use,26 the fact
remains that the majority of smokers and soda drinkers will continue to use the taxed
products despite higher taxes, and low-income people will bear the brunt of the tax.
For that reason, cities should be hesitant—much more hesitant than they have
heretofore been—of relying too heavily on sin taxes. Cities nevertheless may
consider implementing regressive taxes when they create other policy benefits, in
addition to raising revenue. If a regressive tax sends signals for behavior that is better for the individual paying the tax and society—as in the case of sin taxes—then
the idea should not be discarded outright.
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On the other hand, as noted above, cities have been increasingly turning to regressive fees and taxes as a politically expedient way to make up for lost revenues. We
do not support thoughtless, politically motivated rate hikes that disproportionately burden the nonvoting poor. Cities should thus avoid regressive taxes and fees
that do not encourage a policy goal or benefit society, or worse yet, that punish
good decisions—as in the case of raising transit fees.
To the extent that municipalities do employ sin taxes as a revenue measure, they
should consider shifting to a percentage-based rather than unit-based calculation
to ameliorate the inequity noted above. Chicago charges an excise tax to sellers of
3 percent for bottled soft drinks and 9 percent for fountain drinks, as opposed to
Richmond, California, which charges buyers $0.01 per ounce.27

Institute a progressive city income tax

Another revenue

Another revenue source cities should consider, where permitted by state law,
is instituting a progressive city income tax. Seventeen states and the District of
Columbia currently allow cities, counties, and municipalities to levy their own
separate individual income taxes in addition to state income taxes.28

source cities

Local income taxes can appear as wage taxes, income taxes, payroll taxes, local services taxes, and occupational privilege taxes. They are generally paid by the employee
but withheld by the employer, although in some cases, such as in San Francisco and
Portland, Oregon), they are paid directly by the employer. Some are imposed as a percentage of salaries or wages, while others are stated as a percentage of federal or state
tax, and still others are flat amounts charged to all workers. The burden of compliance
can be made extremely low by having residents pay their local income tax when they
file their state income tax, as they do in Maryland and New York City.

should consider,
where permitted
by state law,
is instituting a
progressive city
income tax.

Rather than set local income taxes at a flat rate, as do most jurisdictions, cities
should create a graduated progressive rate schedule similar to the federal system.
New York City, for instance, has five tax brackets with rates ranging from 2.907
percent to 3.648 percent. These rates kick in at different income levels depending
on filing status.29 Washington, D.C.—admittedly something of a sui generis case
because of its status as a federal district—recently increased the marginal income
tax rate on those making over $350,000 a year from 8.5 percent to 8.95 percent,
which will raise an estimated $106 million in revenue over the next four years.30
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To make flat-rate municipal income taxes more progressive, cities can offer large
standard deductions or exemptions. Or localities may offer working families
credits that have the effect of making the rate structure more progressive. New
York City, for example, offers a child and dependent care credit, a school tax
credit, and a city-level earned income tax credit, discussed in more detail below.
All are means-tested, meaning they are only available to lower-income families.31
Cities should avoid offering itemized deductions, which tend to favor the wealthy,
or allowing deduction of federal and state income taxes from city taxable income,
which do the same. And cities should tax capital gains and interest income at the
same rate as regular income, avoiding the massive giveaway to the ultra-rich that
the federal capital gains tax break, for instance, entails.
Cities with income taxes should consider creation of a city- or county-level earned
income tax credit, or EITC, to support working families and, in some cases, further
leverage available federal funds. EITCs are refundable tax credits available to lowand middle-income individuals to offset taxes paid on wages. At the federal level, the
EITC is an important poverty-reduction tool—it kept 5.4 million people out of poverty in 2010.32 Localities that have experimented with this option include Denver,
San Francisco,33 New York City,34 and Montgomery County, Maryland.35
New York City’s EITC, for instance, is calculated as 5 percent of the federal credit. In
tax year 2007, 865,341 families claimed $87 million from the New York City EITC.
Montgomery County, a large suburban county neighboring the District of Columbia,
enacted a refundable EITC in 1999 to help offset the high cost of living for a large
number of low-income working families in the jurisdiction. Eligible families that file
for the EITC receive a county credit equal to the state’s refundable credit. During tax
year 2003, more than 18,000 checks were mailed to eligible county residents.36
San Francisco’s working families credit, or WFC, launched in 2005 and provides a
local match—10 percent in 2005—to the federal EITC for families with children.
The WFC is funded through a public-private partnership that draws on corporate
dollars and philanthropic contributions, as well as public funds. In 2005 the WFC
provided an extra $220 on average to the city’s working families.37
Cities without a city-level income tax have in some cases used federal dollars to
fund a city-level EITC. Denver, for example, has no city income tax and in 2002
became the first city in the nation to offer a city earned income-tax credit funded
with federal Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, or TANF dollars. The city
took $5 million from its share of the state TANF allocation to provide a credit
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equal to 20 percent of a family’s federal EITC award in the prior year. Available
only to workers with children, the city EITC ran as high as $778 for a family.
By piggybacking on the eligibility information already provided in the federal
EITC application, Denver was able to reduce the overhead of administering these
TANF funds from 20 percent to 1 percent and to reduce the time it takes a lowincome working family to apply for these funds from several hours to a few minutes, thereby increasing the participation rate by more than 600 percent.38 State
legislation was unfortunately passed in 2009 requiring counties to return a portion
of TANF reserves to the state;39 this effectively ensures that county reserves will
never be sufficient to fund a local EITC in any county through TANF.
Another advantage of local income taxes is that, unlike property taxes, they can
also be applied to nonresidents who use the community’s roads, water, sewer, and
so forth but pay no taxes into the community as a result of living outside of the
municipality.40 In this form of commuter tax, cities often impose a slightly lower
rate on nonresidents than residents. In Maryland, for example, county and city
income taxes range from 1.25 percent to 3.2 percent, but nonresidents pay a uniform rate statewide set at the lowest county rate of 1.25 percent. Philadelphia has a
3.928 percent wage tax on residents and a 3.4985 percent tax on nonresidents for
wages earned in the city as of July 2010.
Finally, municipalities should consider enacting a business income tax. While
many municipalities impose a business licensing fee or the equivalent on businesses operating within the jurisdiction, relatively few impose city- or county-level
taxes on business income. Both are good sources of revenue, but a local corporate
income tax has the advantage of drawing more from the largest businesses. The
impact on small businesses can be lessened and the system made more progressive by offering large exemptions—for example, all revenues up to $50,000.
Multnomah County, Oregon, where Portland is located, imposes a corporate
income tax of 1.45 percent but exempts businesses grossing less than $50,000.41

Value-capture strategies
Background
In addition to broad-based revenue measures, cities can use a variety of more targeted tools to generate revenue in an equitable and sustainable way. Large public
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infrastructure investments, for instance, can substantially increase the value of
adjacent land. Improvements to transportation, schools, and quality of life play an
important role in location choices made by employers, employees, and the public.
Capturing and monetizing the value of this benefit is a smart way to generate
revenue for operations and maintenance of the facility or construction funding for
new infrastructure.

Value capture

Value capture essentially means capturing the increase in property value that
flows from a public investment. There are a number of important considerations
to address in applying such measures: How do cities best measure the value of the
benefit of new infrastructure? What tax rate should be applied? How stable is the
revenue? Is a particular value-capture tool appropriate in a particular community?
Still, value-capture techniques provide excellent opportunities for cities to generate revenue directly from those who benefit from public infrastructure.

essentially

When used wisely, the value-capture strategies described below can allow cities to
generate revenues from assets that would otherwise benefit private entities for free.

flows from a public

means capturing
the increase in
property value that

investment.

Smart use of air rights conveyances
The sale or lease of air rights for land above or below a publicly owned facility offers
the opportunity for cities to generate revenue and to ensure that land used for a public purpose is not lost from the tax rolls. Air rights can be conveyed in conjunction
with various types of public facilities, including subway and metro stations or buried
highways and rail lines; publicly owned parking lots; reconstructed public buildings;
and redeveloped freight facilities. These public facilities either provide transit access
to buildings above or below them or create developable space in an area that previously was taken up by a highway, rail line, building, or facility.
Air space conveyance is well established in the United States. It dates back to 1913
when New York’s Grand Central Station and adjacent Park Avenue development
were built over the Central Railroad. Cities may choose to lease or sell their air
rights to a private developer,42 and if executed well, the transaction can benefit the
city, the developer, and the public.
Developers appreciate air space because it offers the opportunity to secure a large
site in one transaction and eliminates the tedious process of assembling several
parcels, demolishing existing structures, and relocating present tenants. Second, it
offers the chance to obtain a prime site often in or near a central business district
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where reasonably priced conventional sites may no longer be available. Third, air
space is often sufficiently less expensive than similarly located vacant land to more
than offset additional construction costs.43
The public benefits from these transactions as long as the resulting development
is a good use of space, contributes to neighborhood connectivity, and increases
surrounding property values. For the public and the city, in addition to generating
revenues, air rights developments can contribute to dense, urban, transit-oriented
development. Developments built on air rights may also eliminate eyesores such as
open parking garages and rail yards. Seattle; New York City; Columbus, Ohio; and
Duluth, Minnesota, are a few cities that have sold land on the right of way of sunken
urban highways to knit together neighborhoods severed by the thoroughfares.
Washington, D.C., is planning a major office and retail development on a platform
atop a recessed portion of a highway that slices through the city’s central business
district, potentially transforming the highway into a destination.44 And transit
agencies in D.C., Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Boston have sold air rights above stations in their subway systems to create more dynamic transit hubs.45
Air rights deals are complex and should be carefully scrutinized to make sure the
local government is getting the best deal possible.46 As a general rule, the amount
paid for air rights in a particular area should reflect the value of the location—
prime downtown developable space—and the benefits received from public
infrastructure at the site—transit accessibility.47 The best air rights conveyance
scenarios fairly compensate the local government, lead to a development that is
well designed and transit oriented, and use revenues effectively to pay for construction, operation, and maintenance of smart infrastructure systems.
Bethesda, Maryland, is home to the most financially remunerative air-rights
deal in the country—an office-retail-hotel project on top of the Bethesda Metro
Station that generates $1.6 million annually in air-rights rent for the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority. Not incidentally, the development has
spurred nearby office, retail, and residential development, as well as a popular
nighttime entertainment, restaurant, and arts district.48
Cities can also structure and benefit from air-rights deals so that they have a stake in
the profits associated with particular developments. In Denver the Regional Transit
District, or RTD, leased air rights over the city’s Civic Center Transit Facility to a
developer for $400,000 in each of the first 15 years plus 38 percent of the developer’s
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profit after it first deducts a 13.5 percent return on its cash investment. Upon expiration of the lease, RTD will own the 600,000-square-foot office building.49

Reform and target tax increment financing
Tax increment financing, or TIF, is a popular public finance tool used to fund public infrastructure, promote development, and expand the future tax base. It uses
taxes levied on the projected incremental increase of property values resulting
from development to pay the present cost of improvements made both by private
developers and the municipality.
Forty-nine states—all except for Arizona—and the District of Columbia have
statutes authorizing TIF. Thousands of TIF districts operate across the country,
with activity particularly concentrated in California cities and Chicago. If used
judiciously, after a detailed market analysis, and with meaningful public involvement, TIF can be a transformational tool to finance large capital projects, driving
private investment and revitalization in blighted communities.
While laws vary by state, TIF is generally designed to fund projects in distressed
or underdeveloped areas where development would not otherwise occur. It is
intended to address blight and promote district-oriented development.
The TIF process starts with defining the TIF district’s geographic boundaries and
establishing the baseline assessed value of land in the district. Over time, the incremental increase in tax revenue within the TIF district is used to pay debt service
on TIF bonds or can be used on a pay-as-you-go basis for individual projects.
In addition to helping to finance private development, TIF can be used to pay for a
wide range of municipal infrastructure improvements, including sewer expansion,
storm drainage, park improvements, curbs and sidewalks, schools, libraries, bridges,
and environmental remediation in the district.50 The structure of a TIF district ensures
that those who benefit most from the improvements are the ones who pay for them.
While TIF is an important and useful municipal development tool, misuse of TIFs
has undermined the tool’s effectiveness in many communities. TIFs are frequently
misapplied for greenfield development and development in prime areas that
would have been developed without TIFs.
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Requiring objective measures of economic deprivation and need in defining TIF
districts would go a long way toward returning the tool to its original purpose of
addressing blight. Additional reforms that should be implemented include:
• Requiring reimbursement of subsidies, or clawback, if developers do not fulfill
their promises under redevelopment agreements
• Requiring cost-benefit analysis to take into account the effect of a TIF on other
taxing districts outside the sponsoring jurisdiction51
• Establishing a strong TIF policy that makes greenfield development ineligible
and aligns TIF district establishment with city goals
• Establishing minimum job creation and wage guidelines for TIF projects52
Cities without clear TIF policies and goals may find that TIF quickly becomes
simply a subsidy to developers instead of a way of promoting the overall public good.

Land-value taxation and split-rate taxation
Economists of all stripes generally agree that taxing land, rather than improvements on the land, generates more profitable, equitable growth. Land is finite;
cities can develop or leave vacant prime land, but they cannot add more. This fact
makes a tax on land ownership more efficient than a property tax based on the
value of improvements.53 There is no way for a landowner to retain land while
avoiding taxes, and therefore there is less incentive to sit on land without adding
to its value.54 The current property tax, which applies the same rate to land and
property values, rewards property owners who sit on undeveloped land, as well as
those who let their buildings fall into disrepair.
Land-value taxation—land that is taxed at 100 percent of its value—was first
advocated in 1879 by Henry George. This value-capture concept is promoted
today as split-rate taxation, where land and buildings on the land are taxed at different rates. It also reduces the incentives for speculative development on the outskirts of cities—where improving now-more-expensive land results in relatively
modest gains—and to develop instead closer-to-transit nodes and city centers.55
Because split-rate taxation takes development pressure off rural and exurban
areas, it should also lower property values—and thus tax rates—in those areas
and therefore roughly even out for farmers and other large rural landowners. As
an asset-based revenue source, a split-rate tax scheme is also relatively stable and
resistant to economic downturns.56
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For decades, Pennsylvania has been one of the few states that allowed municipalities to
introduce a split-rate property tax. Since 1913 more than 20 Pennsylvania municipalities have implemented a tax system that charges land at higher rates than property.
In 1989 Pittsburgh, the largest city to employ the strategy, hiked the land tax
to six times the property tax rate. Eight years later, a review of the city’s practice concluded that it successfully generated revenues with “no damaging side
effects on the urban economy.”57
In 1980 Harrisburg decided to combat its severe economic decline by reducing
the tax on buildings to one-half the tax on land. By 2010 most of the more than
5,000 businesses and homes that were previously boarded up were back in use,
and the property tax base for the city increased from $212 million to more than
$1.6 billion. Seeing these benefits, the city further reduced the effective tax rate on
improvements to one-sixth the rate placed on land.58

Progressive use of Special Assessment Districts
Special assessment districts, or SADs, are a value-capture tool commonly used
by municipalities to fund basic infrastructure improvements. A special assessment, or tax, is levied against parcels of real estate that receive a direct and unique
benefit from a public project. The principle behind SADs is that the infrastructure
improvement will increase the property value within the district, so it is fair to ask
the property owners within the district to pay for a portion of the improvement.
SADs are a standard municipal financing tool, commonly used to fund projects such
as curbs and gutters, storm water management systems, and traffic lights. Beyond
those applications, special assessment districts have been used to fund modern
streetcars in Portland, Oregon and a new infill metro transit station in Washington,
D.C.59 While special assessments can cover the entire cost of new investments, they
most often cover all or part of the state or local portion of a project.
Most SADs are imposed by the municipality and are compulsory for property
owners within the district. But business improvement districts, or BIDs, (see the
small business section) and local improvement districts, or LIDs, are voluntary. A
LID is comprised of a group of properties adjacent to or near infrastructure and
whose owners share all or part of the cost. LIDs assume that if property values for
the owners increase due to the investment in the infrastructure, it is in the best
interest of the owners to fund the improvements.
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LIDs have been used to fund portions of major transit improvements such as light
rail—Dallas-Ft Worth’s planned Cotton Belt Corridor light rail line, for example60—
and streetcar line construction such as Seattle’s South Lake Union Streetcar.
Implementation of a SAD is legal in all 50 states,61 and the mechanism hinges
on determining how different properties benefit from capital improvements.
Methods to assess benefits to properties within a district include:
• Increased property value: Allocation of improvement costs to the expected
increases in the value of the individual properties
• Zones: Allocation of improvement costs based on location within a zone and
distance from the actual improvement
• Frontage: Allocation of costs based on the amount of frontage a property has
adjacent to an improvement
• Acreage: Allocation of costs based on a property’s acreage within a district
• Distance: Allocation based on a factor related to the property’s distance from
the facility62
The SAD financing mechanism was the foundation for Property Assessed Clean
Energy, or PACE, financing, a value-capture tool focused on energy-efficiency
retrofits and solar-energy projects. The application allowed interested property
owners to “opt-in” to a citywide SAD and receive 100 percent upfront financing to
cover the cost of the energy installation or building retrofit. The loans would then
be repaid as a property tax assessment for up to 20 years —ideally from the energy
cost savings achieved as a result of the installation or retrofit.63
Twenty-eight states and the District of Columbia have adopted legislation that
enables local governments to offer PACE benefits to building owners. A ruling by
the Federal Housing Finance Administration has unfortunately halted this innovative and effective approach to residential projects, but there is significant nationwide advocacy to allow it again.

Pricing and user fees
Background
The operation, repair, and construction of city infrastructure systems such as
water, storm water, and roads is a significant driver of city budget problems. User-
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generated revenue sources can help cities bridge funding gaps without raising sales
or property tax rates.
User fees for city services are a valuable policy strategy to distribute the cost, or
a portion of the cost, of infrastructure operation and maintenance among those
who use the system. In addition to generating much-needed revenue for operations and maintenance of particular infrastructure systems, putting a price on city
services can help manage finite system capacity, moderating demand with pricing
based on peak-use periods.
The progressive approach to pricing and user fees means pricing the right services:
That is, pricing goods and services so that service costs are equitably distributed
among users and so price signals result in more moderate use. These services
include water, road usage, and storm water management. Attaching user fees to
these services creates an incentive to conserve water, drive less, and build green.
Progressive pricing also includes avoiding regressive fees whenever possible. In
cases where low-income households may see an increase in cost as a result of a
proposed fee, accommodations should be made.

Implement conservation pricing for water and waste water
As with storm water, pricing for city water service can both encourage conservation and charge more to those who use the system the most. In a conservation
water-pricing rate structure, individual customers are metered and pay for the
volume of water they use, and the price charged should be sufficient to influence
consumers’ decisions about water use and to encourage efficiency. Conservation
pricing in water generally assumes a tiered pricing structure, where the water used
within the first tier is the least expensive, and subsequent water use is charged at a
higher rate or rates.
San Antonio is the poster child for smarter water use in Texas. It has reduced its
per capita water usage by 42 percent in the past few decades despite having one
of the fastest-growing populations in the country. This reduction is due to largescale conservation efforts by the local water utility,64 including a tiered water rate
structure that doubled the unit price of water for the highest usage tier.

San Antonio is the
poster child for
smarter water use
in Texas.

Only half of all national water utilities currently use tiered rates. Many others still
reward extra water use, giving large volume buyers a discount—a policy that ends
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up imposing disproportionate costs on working families while effectively subsidizing large industrial users.65
Boulder, Colorado, introduced a tiered rate structure in 2007, where the highest tier is
charged five times the base rate. It achieved a 16 percent reduction in water consumption in the first five months of implementing the structure. Irvine Ranch Water District
in California implemented a rate structure comprised of five tiers in 1990, with the top
tier—the largest users—paying eight times the base rate charged to consumers who
use the typical amount of water for their household. Consumers engaging in extra conservation activities—using less than a typical household of their size—are rewarded
with lower rates subsidized by penalty charges on wasteful users. The utility achieved a
37 percent conservation rate after it implemented this structure.66
While typically driven by conservation goals, implementation of a tiered price
structure for water, if done right, also makes water pricing more progressive since
lower rates are charged to typical residential users, as well as to households that
conserve water. The structuring of the tiers and rates that ensures that typical
household water rates do not rise—and ideally, decrease—is particularly important since low-income households spend a larger percentage of their income on
water and therefore are more sensitive to changes in price.

Link storm-water fees to usage
Storm-water user fees are a fair and equitable method for charging the people who
benefit from storm-water infrastructure. Such fees generate revenue to address the
costs of controlling sewer overflows and storm water runoff. Some of these needs
are driven by the demands of growth and development, while many older communities need extra revenue simply to repair and maintain aging systems that may
have been built 50 or 100 years ago.
The cost of storm-water management was historically paid from general tax funds
- such as a property tax - or was included as a line item on monthly water bills. But
storm-water user fees are increasingly linked to each property’s impervious surface
area to direct the costs for storm-water management toward those properties that
generate the most runoff.
In addition to being more equitable, storm-water fees are also easier than taxes for
municipalities to set up and implement. In many communities new taxes require
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a vote of approval by the public, while municipalities have the authority to charge
fees for the services they provide to taxable, as well as tax-exempt, properties.
In Washington, D.C., for example, the federal government contributes to 35
percent of the District’s overall impervious surfaces. These properties are exempt
from paying city taxes but would be required to pay a fee for storm-water management services, just as they pay for electricity and water.67
When charging the people that use and benefit from storm-water infrastructure, it
is critical that fees be proportionate to runoff creation. Storm-water fees should be
structured so that properties with the largest amounts of impervious area—such
as commercial and industrial facilities—pay higher fees than residential and other
small properties, which generally have less impervious cover.68
When too much of the cost burden is placed on residential customers, stormwater fees can quickly lose traction and support. In Detroit, for example, an
increase in residential storm-water fees left many of the city’s low-income families
unable to pay their monthly water bill. As a result, many of these residents had
their water turned off. This serves as an example of what can happen when the
structure of storm-water fees is not carefully considered.
To address the impact of a storm-water fee on low-income customers, cities have
developed a variety of assistance programs to help low-income customers pay their
storm-water bills. Portland, Oregon, for example, offers bill discounts, crisis vouchers that are good for up to $150, and zero-interest loans for qualified customers.69
Philadelphia is the gold standard in storm-water fees. The city implemented its
current storm-water fees in 2009 following an overhaul of its water service charge
for metered customers. Today, 80 percent of the city’s storm water fee is based
on a property’s impervious area, with the remaining 20 percent based upon the
property’s gross area. Based on this structure, storm-water fees reach nonmetered
customers such as rail lines, parking lots, and utility right-of-ways that account for
significant storm-water runoff within the city.
Philadelphia also offers a storm-water fee discount for customers who reduce
impervious cover using green infrastructure techniques such as rain gardens, infiltration trenches, porous pavements, vegetated swales, and green roofs. If a property
is retrofitted with any of these features, the Water Department will recalculate that
property’s storm-water fee based on the 80/20 impervious/gross area formula.70
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Use impact fees to pay for city services and encourage smart growth
Development impact fees, or DIFs, are one-time charges to private developers
to help recoup the costs associated with the extension of public services to new
private developments. They are levied to pay for new or expanded facilities or services necessary to support a new development, including water and sewer systems,
roads, libraries, parks and recreation facilities, and schools.71
DIFs typically require cash payments in advance of the completion of development, are calculated based on the cost of the improvement and the nature and size
of the development, and are used to finance improvements offsite for the benefit
of the development.
More than half of U.S. states have legislation enabling DIFs, but they are most
prevalent in fast-growing states such as California, Texas, and Florida.72 Use of
the tool has increased in states that have passed property tax caps that hinder a
municipality’s ability to cover the increased demand for services.
DIFs have the advantage of being user fees in anticipation of use, as they require residents and businesses generating a need for new infrastructure to pay for that infrastructure. One disadvantage of impact fees, however, is that they are highly cyclical
and can be more adversely affected by economic downturns than other sources of
funds. They are strongly tied to the demand for new housing and commercial space.
It is critical for fees to charge for actual impact; for instance, houses in low-density,
single-use settings will have a greater impact on roadways and traffic congestion
than those in higher-density, mixed-use settings. Factoring in land-use type, size,
density, and location can better match the fees assessed to a developer to the costs
of associated infrastructure improvements.73
A good DIF structure also creates price signals that encourage smart growth. The
city of Kelowna, British Columbia, for example, uses tiered development impact
fees to encourage dense development. As the number of housing units per hectare
increases from the lowest density of 15 to the highest density of 85, the impact
fees per unit decrease significantly.74 The town of Cary, North Carolina, charges a
Transportation Development Fee on all newly constructed residential and commercial properties, based on location, with lower rates for properties closer to the
center of town. Residential properties in the central zone, for example, are charged
$439 to $715. Outside the central zone, rates are higher—$762 to $1,243.75
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Atlanta offers decreased impact fees to developments that locate in close proximity to existing transit infrastructure. Units within 1,000 feet of a rail transit station
are given an automatic 50 percent reduction in impact charges.76

Atlanta offers
decreased
impact fees to

Consider transportation utility fees to equitably distribute system costs and
reduce car trips

developments

Under the current property-tax-based funding mechanism for transportation
infrastructure, residential property owners tend to pay more of the costs of transportation than their share of trips justifies while commercial properties pay less.

that locate in

A transportation utility fee, or TUF, is a financing mechanism whereby a transportation system is treated as a utility and property owners are charged fees in proportion to their use, as opposed to being charged based on property value. TUFs
are assessed on properties based on the estimated number of trips generated from
a property and vary with land use. As is the case with other pricing mechanisms,
TUFs connect the cost of maintaining infrastructure more directly with the benefits of mobility and access to the system.

to existing transit

close proximity

infrastructure.

TUFs can provide a relatively stable, much-needed source of funds for transportation infrastructure. Fees should be set at a rate related to the estimated costs of providing transportation services over a certain budget cycle, and revenues should help
cover operations and maintenance expenses instead of major capital expenses.
In addition to more equitably distributing the costs of the system, TUFs will
ideally also send a price signal to change user behavior and reduce trips in a car.
This is less likely, however, when the fee is based on predicted rather than actual
use and when billing is not immediate.77 The vehicle miles traveled fee, which
is described below, is probably better suited than the TUF to directly influence
behavior and curb driving. But TUFs should also be used to help fund transportation across modes and help provide funding for pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure for a city.
Transportation utility fees were first created by ordinance in Fort Collins,
Colorado, in 1984. They are most common today in Oregon. Hillsboro, Oregon,
for example, uses TUFs for street maintenance and reconstruction; in this case,
the TUF is a monthly user fee based on the use of the road system by residents,
businesses, government agencies, schools, and nonprofits. The money collected
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through this fee allows the city to catch up on its backlog of street maintenance
projects, with the goal of having the streets in good repair by 2018. The fee went
into effect in March 2009 and appears on the city’s utility bill along with the water,
sanitary sewer, and storm water fees.78

Vehicle miles traveled fee
A vehicle miles traveled, or VMT, fee—also known as a mileage-based user fee—
is a distance-based tax designed to charge vehicle operators—both personal and
commercial—a per-mile fee instead of, or in addition to, the gas tax. The VMT fee
goes one step further than the TUF and actually charges drivers for miles traveled.
Changing behavior and transportation choices is key to unclogging the country’s
congested highways and reducing dependence on fossil fuels. Moreover, the
revenues generated by a VMT fee are critical: With falling motor-fuel tax revenues
due to increasingly fuel-efficient vehicles, cities and states need to figure out a different revenue structure.
But even beyond revenue generation, a VMT fee makes good sense on many
levels, including:79
• Equity: Low-income individuals cannot afford the most fuel-efficient vehicles
and generally drive older, gas-guzzling cars. The flat gas tax is thus doubly punishing the poor: They spend a larger percentage of their income on gas, and they
cannot afford to buy a car that would use less. Moreover, mileage driven better
reflects the wear and tear caused by a car than fuel usage, so charging by the mile
more accurately allocates the costs of driving among road users.

Changing behavior
and transportation
choices is key
to unclogging
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• Flexibility: The VMT fee works regardless of the fuel source used by a driver.
• Demand management: VMT charges that vary based on time of day and
congestion levels can help to manage traffic during peak periods. By managing
this demand, cities achieve additional goals of vehicle emissions reductions and
reduced pressure for capacity expansion.
A VMT fee has yet to be implemented in the United States, but many cities and
states are studying it and carrying out pilot programs. Based on a pilot conducted
in 2006 and 2007, Oregon plans to launch a VMT program in 2012.80 Similar
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VMT tests in Seattle, Minneapolis, Washington, D.C., and San Francisco81 show
positive results in terms of revenue generation and demand management.82
Internationally, the Netherlands and Denmark plan to transition to a VMT tax to
replace the gas tax by 2014 and 2016, respectively.83
While there is fear about perceived privacy issues and technological feasibility
associated with VMT fees, there are many ways to implement a VMT system that
require less information from drivers. Real-time GPS tracking is on the extreme
end of the spectrum, while annual odometer checks to track mileage driven are
on the less invasive, less technologically taxing end. There are also many options
between the two, and local governments may determine which level of investment
and involvement is right for them. Privacy concerns and technological sophistication are certainly not insurmountable obstacles to a VMT fee.84

Establish tolling and value-pricing programs
Flat-price tolls have long been employed to cover the costs of construction and
maintenance of highways. Variable tolling, the modern version of this longstanding practice, also raises revenues, but at the same time it manages demand to
reduce congestion and the need for costly expansions. Prices are set to align with
the value delivered from quicker and more reliable travel times. Variable tolling
has the added benefit of generating revenue to cover some portion of the costs of
providing the service.
While state departments of transportation manage most highway variable tolling
programs, local governments and city transportation agencies have the authority
to price the use of roads and parking. Dynamic pricing of these systems is a way to
both manage demand and generate revenue.
The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, for instance, is piloting
SFpark to manage parking in the city through a dynamic pricing program. SFpark
works by collecting and distributing real-time information about where parking is available and adjusts the price of the available spaces based on availability.
Demand-responsive pricing encourages drivers to park in underused areas and
garages, reducing demand in overused areas. It provides a reliable revenue stream
and helps manage traffic downtown since more than 15 percent of traffic in a
metro area can be people searching for parking spaces.85
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While cordon charges—variable or fixed charges to drive within or into a congested
area—are not yet in use in the United States, other cities such as London, Singapore,
and Stockholm all rely on them to ease traffic congestion in their central business
areas. London launched its congestion charge in 2003. Vehicles driven in central
London between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. pay a fee of £10. This tolling strategy, even if only
carried out for single-occupancy vehicle travel, is a very clear way to both generate
revenues and encourage the use of transportation alternatives.

Leveraging private capital
Background
One of the few items of consensus in American politics is that almost all of our
physical infrastructure—understood as shared areawide assets that provide essential
services such as energy, water, transportation, and waste management to a common
standard—is in a state of disrepair, requiring substantial new investment totaling as
much as $2.2 trillion by some estimates86 to bring it to international standards, and
that doing so would create jobs, as well as strengthen America’s competitive position. This consensus ends immediately when we consider what sorts of infrastructure should be built, who should oversee it, and how it might be paid for.
Leveraging private capital means shifting the upfront cost of infrastructure
investments to a long-term repayment structure not unlike bond-debt service but
accompanied by higher interest rates and often an ownership stake or operational
role for private firms. Investment banks are becoming more and more interested
in revenue-generating infrastructure—such as toll roads, water and sewer systems,
landfills, and public parking facilities—as a stable asset class that generally acts
countercyclically to economic highs and lows.
Simultaneously, cities, lacking the funds or the political will to raise the funds to
pay for much of this infrastructure on their own, are more interested in private
financing than ever before. This does not, however, mean that using private capital
to build and repair infrastructure is a good idea either in general or in any specific
instance. Thus, before discussing the ins and outs of leveraging private capital for
infrastructure, we offer two important caveats:
Public money for public goods. In a perfect world, infrastructure construction

and upgrades would be paid for by tax revenues. Modern infrastructure is irre-
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futably a public good, providing services to citizenry for decades to come, and
should ideally be paid for by public funds through the economic benefits that it
helps to produce. Tax-exempt bond financing is a financing tool unique to the
United States that allows state and local governments to borrow at lower rates
than private entities. While this section focuses on leveraging private capital, cities
that have the means to do so would generally be better off financing infrastructure
improvements themselves via tax-exempt bonds and other traditional financing
mechanisms than relying on investment banks to directly finance the projects on
their terms. Cities are also well-advised to look to other public and quasi-public
alternative sources of capital such as public pension funds (see discussion in the
economic development chapter). America is not a developing country—there are
sufficient resources to pay for the infrastructure improvements needed.
Wise decisions about what and how to build. In a perfect world, infrastructure

improvements would happen when genuinely needed and would contribute to
the “high road” (equitable, sustainable, and accountable). Unnecessary infrastructure—such as bridges to nowhere, eight-lane highways through wilderness areas,
and various expensive, questionable projects—often result from political arguments for pork-barrel spending. We need to build and rebuild better infrastructure, not bigger or more—where “better” means not just efficiency or economy,
but also better for the community, more jobs, more equitable outcomes, more
healthy or less harmful, and environmentally beneficial.

America is not
a developing
country—there are
sufficient resources
to pay for the
infrastructure
improvements
needed.

Unfortunately, we do not live in a perfect world. Cities are hamstrung by federal and
state tax codes, and also are reeling from an economic recession. And pork-barrel
spending will not be eliminated anytime soon. Private capital, therefore, is likely to
be part of the solution for paying for needed infrastructure improvements.
So the question facing cities and towns today is not so much whether to rely on
private financing, but rather how best to integrate private financing into their
operations and manage relationships with private firms to protect the public interest and obtain the best deals possible.

Judicious use of public-private partnerships, or P3s
A public-private partnership, or P3, is an arrangement where a government and
a for-profit or nonprofit private entity jointly perform or undertake a traditional
public activity. A P3 involves a complex contractual relationship, often including
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a consortium of private firms, to deliver capital-intensive public infrastructure
such as highways, airports, public buildings, or water systems, or to undertake a
civic-redevelopment project.87 A P3 can take many different forms, but it generally
means that a private partner or partners are involved in the design, construction,
financing, operation, and/or maintenance of a public facility.
Leveraging private investment via public-private partnerships can lighten the
upfront financial burden of infrastructure investment for local governments,
accelerate construction, capitalize on specialized expertise and/or state-of-theart technology, and shift risk to a private party. P3s should not be confused with
privatization, where a public facility or project is sold outright to a private entity.
The United States had 377 funded P3 projects between 1985 and 2010, with a total
value in excess of $68.4 billion.88 Twenty-eight states have P3-enabling legislation on
their books, but this legislation varies widely as far as specificity and extent.89
While widely accepted internationally, public-private partnerships and private
financing of public projects have a—not entirely unearned—shadowy reputation
in the United States, fueled primarily by a few notorious transactions, including
Chicago’s leasing of its parking garages and parking meters. Those deals included
upfront payments in return for the right to operate, maintain, and collect revenues
from the facilities. Neither has been considered a smart deal for the city due
mainly to the paltry size of the payment compared to the ongoing revenues and
the onerous contractual obligations for the city.
Beyond such anecdotes, concerns about P3s can be bucketed into three categories:
1. Fear of losing control over a system that has historically been a public good
2. Risk of increased costs to users and taxpayers rather than the speculated savings and efficiencies
3. An erosion of democratic and “high-road” values as profit motives become the
first priority
International experience is instructive because private investment in public infrastructure is widely practiced around the world. But it is difficult to point to definitive “wins” in privately financed and privately managed infrastructure since the
transactions and relationships are long term, and a substantial upfront payment
may or may not be fair compensation for the decisions, performance, construction, and, potentially, defaults that happen decades down the road.
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The idea behind a long-term contractual relationship is to align incentives and
produce more efficient and functional projects. But it also raises social equity,
management, and structuring issues that may negate any cost-saving benefits.
Long-term maintenance costs may be lower if the same firm builds the project
and has to maintain it for 30 or 40 years, creating savings that attract investors.
The profit motive can also create an incentive to avoid cost overruns if investors bear the risk. But without proper oversight, a singular focus on savings can
also fuel a race to the bottom, where the private firm cuts costs by relying on low
wages, refusal of health insurance and paid time off, and/or low-road procurement
options, often without the local government’s knowledge.90
Despite the caveats and warnings, leveraging private capital through public-private
partnerships may be one of very few viable options for many cities to finance
upgrades of their deteriorating public infrastructure. More to the point, it is a route
that an increasing number of municipalities are pursuing, and therefore the focus
of any policy effort should be on ensuring that local governments considering P3s
pursue the best practices in the area. Those best practices include the following.
Designating a dedicated P3 team
One challenge with P3s is that local governments typically lack the expertise
needed to structure and design private financing for infrastructure, and local leaders hesitate to enlist public support for such projects on democratically accountable terms. If a city is to undertake a P3 transaction, then it should have access to
a dedicated P3 team or at least specialized technical capacity to protect the public
interest and to tackle bottlenecks in the transaction process. While only a handful
of cities have sufficient capacity or volume of transactions to sustain such a team,
the expertise is critical and may be accessed at the state or regional level.

The P3 team will provide technical expertise, coordinate policy and standardization, carry out quality assurance, and ensure that the social benefit, as well as the
financial performance, of the project is achieved.91 Contract development is one
of the most important phases of a P3, and local governments need a competent,
experienced team representing the public interest. Once a contract is executed,
oversight and monitoring are required, both during construction and operations,
to ensure that standards are being met and milestones are reached.
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Extensive project screening
Local governments should conduct extensive screening to identify projects that
may have potential schedule and cost efficiencies through the use of P3 delivery
and/or financing methods. One example of thoughtful screening is the PublicPrivate Partnership Project Screening and Assessment conducted by Parsons
Brinckerhoff for the Minnesota Department of Transportation in 2010.92 This
state-focused project, which is also applicable to local governments, ranked P3
candidate projects on the following criteria: project size and complexity, criticality, revenue potential, implementation timeframe, and environmental timeframe.
Use of cost-benefit analyses to decide whether to set up a P3
Once candidates have been identified, quantitative and qualitative cost-benefit
analyses must be conducted to compare the full lifecycle costs of a P3 structure
against traditional public management or financing options.

The United Kingdom; Victoria, Australia; and British Columbia, Canada, as well as
states such as Florida and Alaska, have widely used Value for Money, or VfM, as a
tool to assess P3s.93 VfM tests are useful because they not only examine the financial
value of a project, but also consider hard-to-quantify factors crucial to determining
risk transfer. In British Columbia, examining projects through a VfM lens has led
to many projects being delivered via traditional public procurements rather than by
P3s because the private approach did not yield enough value for money.94
Competitive bidding and smart deal structure
Once a local government decides to proceed with a P3, it must make important
choices about procurement types. Projects should be awarded in competitive
auctions, not bilateral negotiations, because the transparency and efficiency of
competitive auctions increases the chances of a reasonable outcome and structure
for the public partner. The bidding process should also be broadened through
strategies such as Best-Value Contracting95 (see section on job quality) so that cities can choose private partners based on criteria beyond just the cost. Cities must
also structure their contracts to avoid mid-contract renegotiations, which undo the
advantages of a competitive auction and are always costly for the public partner.96

Claims to exclusivity for privately operated infrastructure are a regular and controversial aspect of public-private partnerships, and should be approached with caution.97 While noncompete clauses may be integral to securing a deal, they have the
potential to conflict with other public policy goals. As a 2004 GAO report found,
four of the five privately funded toll-road projects in the past 15 years included
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noncompete clauses that prevented the government from building nearby roads.98
In the case of transportation systems, alternative transportation options such as
rail, bike, and pedestrian and transit systems should not be sacrificed in order for a
private firm to manage a toll road.

Employing a lifecycle approach to costing
Cities should consider adopting a lifecycle approach to P3 that gives adequate
attention to all phases of a P3—from planning and policy to transaction to management of the agreement. Such an approach can help avoid problems caused by
poor setup, lack of clarity about outcomes, inadequate internal capacity, and too
narrow a focus on the transaction.99

In sum, P3s are best suited for complex, large-scale, long-term, expensive projects that have the capacity for some allocation of risk to the private sector.
Transportation projects are the most common P3 candidates, but P3s have also
been used for school construction, building retrofits, and hospitals.
P3s are neither the sole answer to the country’s infrastructure woes, nor are they
a free lunch. They can be marked by unrealistic expectations, opaque decisionmaking processes, and unfair deal structures. This is why governments should use
P3s judiciously, aligning incentives for social value and efficiency, so that a private
investor is remunerated proportionally to the riskiness of the investment, and the
government partner receives improved public infrastructure, needed services,
and/or sufficient income and tax revenue generated by the project.

Establishment of infrastructure-financing facilities
An infrastructure-financing facility is a nonprofit entity designed to encourage
private investment in particular infrastructure projects. The investment is repaid
not by taxes, but instead by cost savings and revenues associated with the investments, which include fees and tolls. Banks can invest in particular projects via the
facility and also—though this depends on the structure of the particular transaction—take on the risk associated with cost overruns, shielding a city from unanticipated budget increases as project construction wears on. A financing facility is
an alternative or supplement to traditional bonding and federal grant funding that
facilitates private investment in public infrastructure. It is a particularly appealing
option for cities that may have trouble bonding for political or budgetary reasons
or that cannot access sufficient funds through bonding or federal grants.
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Chicago is in the process of establishing an Infrastructure Trust, which is intended to
promote job creation and fuel economic growth by attracting private investment in
the city’s dilapidated infrastructure. The projects financed by the trust will be publicly
owned, and the debt from the trust will be repaid with savings and revenues achieved
through the investment. The banks backing the trust—JPMorgan, Citibank, Citi
Infrastructure Investors, Macquarie, and Union Life Insurance—would invest $1.7
billion for a variety of infrastructure projects approved by the trust’s mayor-appointed
board.100 The trust’s first project involves $225 million of energy-efficiency measures
to 100 public buildings, repaid by the estimated $20 million a year in utility cost savings. It is expected to generate as many as 2,000 construction jobs.101
Concerns about the trust have been raised due to Chicago’s negative experiences
with public-private partnerships—specifically, the parking garage and parkingmeter leases described above—and suspicions about the mayor-appointed board.
Critics fear that the trust’s priorities will not reflect the city’s most pressing needs
and that the city will lose its shirt in the deals; both are legitimate concerns.
Chicago’s Infrastructure Trust is the first of its kind in the United States and has
not yet begun operation. So it remains to be seen how effectively the city can
leverage private capital for the public benefit.
Despite these concerns, Chicago, with a budget deficit of $600 million, is pursuing the Infrastructure Trust because of a lack of funding options. Moreover, this
financing challenge is clearly replicated in cities across the country and mayors
from San Diego; Louisville, Kentucky; New Orleans; Philadelphia; Kansas City,
Missouri; Denver; Atlanta; Portland, Oregon, and elsewhere are actively tracking
the Infrastructure Trust’s progress and considering it as a model for their own cities.102 Time will tell whether the model is worth replicating or not.

Despite these
concerns, Chicago,
with a budget
deficit of $600
million, is pursuing
the Infrastructure
Trust because of
a lack of funding
options.

Social Impact Bonds
New York City is experimenting with an innovative financing mechanism
known as Social Impact Bonds, or SIBs, for its Adolescent Behavioral Learning
Experience, a program that uses cognitive behavioral therapy to help reduce
the reincarceration rate for juveniles at Rikers Island jail. The concept is simple:
Private entities invest upfront money in prevention programs and are paid back
by the public entity—in this case the city—based on the success of that program,
thereby transferring the risk to the private sector. In this case, Goldman Sachs is
fronting $9.6 million for this pay-for-success program. If reincarceration rates drop
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by 10 percent, then the city will pay Goldman back all of the money it invested. If
they fall by an even greater margin, the city will pay Goldman a bonus. If they do
not reach the 10 percent goal, then Goldman will not be repaid.103
Previously, Massachusetts and the United Kingdom experimented with social
impact bonds, but New York City will be the first municipality to try them.104
As is the case with Chicago’s Infrastructure Trust, SIBs are too new to ascertain
whether they will be available or reliable for local governments. But many municipalities are watching them closely.
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Ensure the availability of good
housing for all
Introduction
Housing is one of the most fundamental human needs, and local
government must concern itself with the quality and accessibility
of housing in a myriad of ways. Cities are not, of course, starting
from zero: They are already dealing with a crazy quilt of different
types and qualities of housing, interspersed with opportunities to
create more. But they should have a strong preference for housing
that meets local needs. To identify local needs, cites should create
comprehensive housing plans based on good data and in cooperation with neighboring jurisdictions.
There are, however, some basic principles that hold true regardless of the housing market. Housing should be safe, well built, and
healthy. And it should be affordable, which is generally defined
as costing no more than 30 percent of a household’s income. The
affordability of housing is generally talked about with respect
to the area median income, or AMI. Depending on the housing market, moderate income is considered to be 81 percent to
120 percent of AMI; low income between 51 percent and 80
percent of AMI, very low income 50 percent or less of AMI, and
extremely low income below 30 percent of AMI.
What is affordable, however, should take into account the combined costs of the energy use and transportation needs that come
with housing. The Center for Neighborhood Technology developed the H+T Index,1 which calculates the cost of housing and
transportation for a variety of geographies, and defines affordability
as combined housing and transportation costs that are no more
than 45 percent of household income. Similarly, energy costs can
make or break the affordability of housing. The energy efficiency of
housing is addressed in the infrastructure chapter.
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FIGURE 8

Cost of housing a burden to U.S.
households
Homeowners
Percentage of mortgaged owners spending 30 percent
or more of household income on selected monthly
owner costs, 2011.

37 percent
Cost-burdened
63 percent
Not cost-burdened

Note: Selected monthly owner costs are the sum of debt payments (e.g.,
mortgage or home equity loans), taxes, insurance, utility and fuel costs, and
if applicable, other fees (e.g., condominium fees or manufactured home
community lot rents).

Renters
Percentage of renter-occupied units spending 30 percent
or more of household income on rent and utilities, 2011.

47 percent
Not cost-burdened
53 percent
Cost-burdened

Source: 2011 American Community Survey. Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, 2012.
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Housing is an essential component of strong neighborhoods and must be considered as a part of local government land-use planning.2 In particular, local governments should strive to create mixed-income neighborhoods centered on schools,
with good access to employment, basic needs, and transit. Because the private
housing market will generally provide adequate market rate and luxury housing,
this chapter focuses on the preservation and creation of affordable housing.

High-quality housing
Background
The quality of housing can dramatically affect residents. From accident to illness,
poor-quality housing can have severe, negative effects. High-quality building and
maintenance standards, along with robust enforcement of them, help to ensure
that families have healthy and safe places to live. Building and maintenance codes
can help ensure that a city’s housing stock is kept in good condition, providing a
safe environment for homeowners and renters alike.

From accident to
illness, poor-quality
housing can have
severe, negative
effects.

Local governments should adopt strong building, fire, and property-maintenance
codes. These should include clear and strong enforcement mechanisms, and
should educate and maintain clear lines of communication with both owners and
tenants about their rights and responsibilities.

Building-code best practices
Building codes provide minimum standards and safeguards for the construction of
homes and other buildings. In the United States, state and local entities establish
building codes that may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. But some organizations have established “best practices” that represent a professional consensus on
building codes. The International Code Council, or ICC, has developed a set of
codes, parts of which have been adopted throughout the United States.3 In addition,
the National Fire Protection Association has developed a set of building codes that
can be adopted by states and localities.4 These standardized codes represent a baseline, above which additional standards can be added to meet local conditions.
While building codes provide safe housing protections for new construction or significant renovation, property-maintenance codes provide a baseline for the ongoing
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